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ABSTRACT

In murine primary visual cortex, simple cells extract edge orientation from visual inputs,

while complex cells extract motion direction [45]. These properties are classically measured

using synthetic psychophysical visual stimuli, typically drifting gratings. Natural movies

contain complicated distributions of edge orientation and motion statistics, vastly differing

from the edge and motion content of drifting gratings. It remains unclear the extent to

which single neuron properties measured under synthetic stimuli extend to responses to

natural movies. In this study, we use two-photon calcium imaging in 6 mice (both sexes)

to measure the response to optimal frequency square wave gratings and water flow, each

rotated into 8 directions. We find these stimuli recruit an overlapping neural population,

recruited slightly stronger (signed rank test on average response across trials and directions,

p = 1.7e-5, r = 0.097, n = 981), but more reliably (rank sum test on variance explained by

tuning curve: p = 1.7e-8, r = 0.211, n = 225), to water than gratings. Water flow drives

direction tuning in 50% more neurons than gratings (of n=2116, 18% direction tuned to G;

33% direction tuned to W). As predicted by a linear-nonlinear edge detector model and a

motion energy model, edge extracting neurons have unrelated tuning across stimulus class

(in water flow movies, edge orientation is not correlated with motion direction), while motion

extracting neurons are tuned to similar directions across stimulus statistical context.
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CHAPTER 1

GENERAL INTRODUCTION

Primary visual cortical neurons respond to oriented edges of luminance contrast. Primary

visual cortical neurons respond to motion in the visual field. Visual signals arrive at the

retina within a statistical context. Natural statistical contexts are distinct from synthetic

contexts. It remains unknown how single-neuron responses to edges and motion are related

across visual stimuli of differing statistics. The statistical context of a visual signal might

affect the properties of a neuronal response. In this thesis, we explore the role statistical

context plays in neuronal motion tuning - the preference a neuron displays in responding to

a visual stimulus moving in a direction. We begin with a brief discussion of historical and

modern visual cortical studies on which this work builds.

1.1 Controllable, parametric stimuli and V1 response

Synthetic statistical contexts have unlocked visual neuroscience concepts foundational to

motion tuning. In the late 1950s to early 1960s, the progenitors of the field, Hubel and

Wiesel, detailed the response of primary visual cortical neurons in the cat to oriented bars

of light [44]. Previously it was shown that neurons in primary visual cortex respond to light

hitting a particular region of the retina, called the retinotopic map. Hubel and Wiesel found

that within the relevant area on the retinotopic map, a neuron responds to static or drifting

light and dark luminance subregions, separated by an edge. To theoretically explain these

responses, the field turned to a visual neuroscience concept, developed from similar results

in retinal ganglion cells, that became the dominant concept over the next few decades -

the linear receptive field. The linear receptive field, the idea that neurons employ a finite

impulse response filter to their inputs over space and time, is so pervasive that it has become

paramount throughout sensory neuroscience (auditory system - [2, 67, 113], somatosensory

system - [37, 23]). The linear receptive field also has significant similarities to filters produced
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in computational analysis of natural images, allowing fruitful collaboration between the

visual neuroscience field and computational visual information processing [94, 5, 119].

One way to measure the linear receptive field of a neuron is to utilize another synthetic

stimulus - white noise. With enough sampling, a neuronal response can be reverse-correlated

with high statistical power with the stimulus frames preceding spikes, in a method called

spike-triggered averaging [13, 85]. Many spatial filters from this analysis result in filters

named for the Hungarian physicist, Denis Gabor. V1 neuronal Gabor filters are typically

described as two-dimensional filters in space, most often with two or three subunits of

positive or negative luminance (as compared to mean luminance blank gray), formed by the

multiplication of a sine function with a Gaussian [49]. These filters result from independent

component analysis of natural images [8], and result from learning a sparse code for natural

images [77]. The temporal kernel that results from spike triggered averaging is often a

monophasic or biphasic Gaussian [17]. Response properties that can be modeled with this

space-time separable Gabor function in space and Gaussian in time are hallmark of a set of

V1 neurons called simple cells.

A separate set of primary visual cortical neurons - complex cells - do not respond to

synthetic stimuli in the same way as simple cells [45, 68]. The specific qualities of a complex

cell are typically not well defined, but in general these cells are best described with multiple

linear filters [99], and thus employ a space-time inseparable filter - these cells respond to

motion, formally defined as oriented energy in the space-time domain [65, 33]. Complex

cells employ Gabor-like filters on spatiotemporally oriented energy [1]. To obtain a complex

cell filter, one need only sum and rectify the output of phase-offset space-time separable

filters. This arithmetic computation results again in filters with subunits that respond to

light and dark patches of light; the difference is that to activate the filter these patches need

to change throughout time, most often through moving across space. Complex cell filters

are thought to be the output of opponent summation of such filters moving along an axis,

and are therefore directional, and respond to motion moving in one particular direction with
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responding to motion along the axis in the opposite direction. Classically, the response of

either a simple or complex neuron is the proportional weighting of the convolution of its

filter with a visual stimulus.

In reality, the response is not so simple. A linear weighting of the stimulus does not

produce the responses experimenters often measure. Linear models account for the response

to white noise, but they fail to predict the relative strength of the response to gratings,

including over-estimation of the bandwidth of neural tuning in orientation and frequency

[112, 19], and over-estimating the response to non-preferred grating directions [4]. In simpler

terms, neurons respond less to visual inputs of slight activation of their receptive field,

and stronger to relatively strong activation of their receptive field, than would be expected

from a linear weighting of the input. This behavior clearly evokes a threshold nonlinearity.

Passing the output of their linear filter through a threshold nonlinearity (and then using

this activation as the input to some probabilistic model, typically Poisson) results in better

fits to spike rates observed in the visual system [79]. Various nonlinear computations are

important for cortical processing and homeostasis, to deal with multi-faceted inputs and

various contrasts [3, 55, 88].

Both simple and complex cells are excited by sequences of patches of light (or shadow)

that match their spatiotemporal receptive field. In classical theories, the spatial or temporal

context of the visual stimulus, excluding the classical receptive field in which the filtered

pattern is found, should not affect the response of the neuron. However, experiments often

find the classical neural response can be modulated by visual information outside of the

classical receptive field. Neurons are not only matching their internal filters with the visual

stimulus, they are also influenced by the visual content surrounding the filtered visual area,

in the aptly named non-classical receptive field, the receptive field surround [123, 107].

Interconnections in the neural network gives rise to relationships between the response of a

neuron and the responses of other neurons in the network [34]. Neurons in primary visual

cortex are influenced by excitatory and inhibitory relationships with neurons that filter space
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surrounding a neuron’s classical receptive field [9, 102]. In experiments with impoverished

visual stimuli, the surrounding visual context is controlled by the experimenter, and is often

blank or contains a pattern identical to the classical receptive field.

1.2 Increased reliability and sparsity in V1 response to

naturalistic stimuli

In nature the entire visual field is typically stimulated with complex patterns of vastly

different statistical composition than classical synthetic stimuli, both within and outside the

classical receptive field. Synthetic patterns are typically governed by a few generative rules,

resulting in generally homogeneous scenes, often containing narrow frequency content in both

space and time. Natural patterns, however, are exhibit power law spectra both spatial and

temporal frequency content [115, 97, 106]. Natural scenes are complicated by foreground and

backgrounds, and by objects of various sizes moving in them at various speeds at various

depths. Dynamic visual scenes churn and swirl with complex patterns, following patterns

that can be described statically but almost never entirely repeating themselves, lending a new

meaning to the axiom of Heraclitus, the Greek philosopher in the sixth century: “You cannot

step twice into the same river”. In modern vernacular pertaining to vision: you cannot view

the exact same scene in nature twice. The river metaphor is especially effective at illustrating

this idea: water flowing down a stream always looks like water, with wavelets and objects

floating along the surface, and underwater objects causing eddies and flows. However, the

exact same image of these eddies, flows, and surface leaves or twigs will likely never occur

twice if one is to stand at the edge of the stream for centuries. Natural scenes are largely

stationary processes, meaning their first and higher-order statistics are often consistent over

time. In other words, natural images are statistically redundant, but specific probabilistic

instances of natural scenes are often unique. Changing the perspective of the viewer also

complicates the picture: from the perspective of a single neuron, does an observer on the east
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bank experience the same visual stimulus of an identical observer on the west, even if they

are focused on the same visual location in the stream? What starts in the right visual field

for one observer will start on the left of the other, so even this change of perspective reverses

the retinotopic map. Synthetic stimuli often repeat and are often statistically homogeneous

across space and time. Natural scenes are inhomogeneous and rarely replay.

Even though natural scene statistics are vastly different from synthetic scenes, neurons

in natural stimulus experiments have been measured to use filters similar to the filters they

employ under synthetic stimulation. Measurement of the linear receptive field to white

noise stimuli is exceedingly tractable because white noise is uncorrelated, which provides

fast sampling of the entire possible stimulus space. Natural scenes are correlated, resulting

in slow statistical sampling of the possible input space [96]. However, formulation of a

sufficiently rich stimulus set for measurement of the linear receptive field from spike-triggered

averaging techniques is possible, at the cost of longer, but tractable, experiments of noise with

natural correlation distributions (brown noise), or even natural images themselves [92, 117]

utilizing information theoretic approaches or Bayesian likelihood estimation [81, 80]. Edge

detection neurons are therefore expected to extract similar edges across statistical context,

with the caveat that natural images likely do not present an optimal edge to their filter, so

the nonlinear processing of the neuronal response is important. Less explored is how motion

processing is affected by statistical context, although functional models describing motion

tuning to synthetic stimulus data have no apparent weaknesses to processing natural inputs

as well. Natural scenes can be used to measure receptive fields, and motion processing occurs

on synthetic stimuli and natural stimuli alike.

The response to natural scenes, however, often defies expectations, and is not always well

explained by these models [52, 128, 16]. As discussed previously, the edge content of natural

scenes is varied and inhomogenous, and neurons are affected by their receptive field and the

surround. Statistical context is therefore both varied within and across natural scenes, and

important for the neuronal response. Although the response to natural scenes is not always
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well explained by these models, numerous important discoveries have been made about the

response to natural stimuli. The strong low frequency content of natural stimuli drives more

reliable responses in primary visual cortex [118, 91]. Responses to natural movies are more

sparse than responses to synthetic stimuli. Reliable and sparse responses are key components

for efficient coding theoretical frameworks [75] which reduce redundant information, helping

satisfy important metabolic constraints on neural activity [58, 6, 57]. The picture is muddied,

however, when one considers various experimental conditions and considers dynamic stimuli

- sparsity and reliability measurements can vary even across natural stimulation experiments,

sometimes resulting in values similar to those measured under impoverished stimuli [123].

We have discussed at length the difference between synthetic and natural stimulus experiments.

Within these broad categories there is no standard for determining what statistics a stimulus

of a particular type should have. Even white noise experiments can vary the size of a pixel and

the flickering rate of the stimulus. Vastly differing stimuli are referred to as “naturalistic”.

Should a natural stimulus include self-motions from an organism’s body, head, and even eye

movements? Should a natural scene be filtered for the spatial acuity of the model organism?

The statistics of natural stimuli obey scaling laws, but does that mean Hollywood movies

are fair natural scenes to show a salamander retina?

Synthetic movies have been utilized to uncover a vast amount of information about the

neural response, but at the cost of exploring components of neural processing in isolation,

because of the combinatorial explosion of including psychophysical stimuli for every possible

neural response component (contrast, luminance, or speed gain control). Psychophysical

stimuli are of course more useful for measuring these response properties than natural scenes,

because natural scenes vary along these dimensions in an often uncontrolled manner [98], but

it remains unclear whether the response of neurons to natural movies can be satisfactorily

explained by models combining each of these response properties, or whether an entirely

different filter set is employed by neurons driven by natural scenes.
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1.3 Experimental setups for interrogating vision

Visual responses are measured in many experimental contexts. Various model organisms are

of course utilized to explore visual processing systems. Some properties of visual anatomy

and function are shared across species. Linear receptive fields have been documented in

animals across taxonomic classes in analogous brain areas (iguana optic tectum - [109, 108];

pigeons - [36] ). Some properties are specific to the evolutionary context of an organism.

Macaques and cats display primary visual cortical columns that share orientation preference,

while rodents do not [93]. Early visual neuroscience experiments relied on anesthetizing the

model organism, and recent reports have found details of the visual response to be dependent

on brain state [72, 82, 29].

Researchers employ various neural recording technologies to measure neural activity.

The properties of a recording technology sometimes result in similarities to data measured

with other methods, and sometimes they reveal biases, shortcomings, or strengths of another

experimental approach. Fluorescent calcium reporter experiments have shown that historical

studies using electrical probes were often biased towards measuring strongly responding

neurons, leading to average descriptions of visual cortex biased towards these neurons and

ignoring many others [78, 76]. Overcoming these limitations and unifying these various

experimental conditions into a comprehensive theory of visual processing remains a challenge.

Here we present work from a relatively novel experimental model and modern technological

design. In the last few decades the mouse model for vision has become increasing common

[46]. Mice provide facile genetic manipulation within a mammalian visual system analogous

to humans (gene expression systems - [60]; synaptic tracing - [129]; optogenetics - [131]),

with V1 provided at an economical size of several millimeters across, located on the surface

of the brain [125]. Long thought to be a poor model because of low spatial acuity relative to

humans [84], the mouse is becoming a popular visual model. It has been documented that

mice perform detailed visually guided tasks such as hunting crickets [43], implying the mouse

mouse visual system can overcome its relatively low spatial acuity. Our mouse model is a
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transgenic line that has a calcium reporter in pyramidal neurons throughout the brain. This

calcium reporter, GCaMP6S [15], provides detailed spatially localized fluorescence signals

at very high signal to noise, at the expense of slower fluorescence transients compared to

fast versions of the same molecule. We excite this fluorescent molecule with light at half

the excitation energy; therefore the reporter needs two photons of light to fluoresce. Two

photon excitation occurs measurably at the focal point of a focused beam of this low energy

excitation, giving excellent spatial resolution to the excitation. Blinking constellations of

neural firing can be observed as this focused beam is scanned across the brain. This

technique allows for simultaneous recording of many neurons (up to tens of thousands in

recent reports) at temporal frequencies fast enough to sample average neuronal response to

stimulus ensembles. In this work, we measured up to 300 neurons simultaneously at speeds

of 30-40 Hz [100]. This experimental approach allows us to densely sample neurons in the

field of view, recording high activity and low activity neurons alike.

Two-photon calcium imaging in the mouse is an excellent system to study visual processing

of natural scenes. Fast and dense sampling of visual cortex allows for detection of neurons

weakly responsive and tuned to our stimuli. Being terrestrial, the ensemble of natural

scenes they are likely to see in the wild are not wildly different from the scenes other land

mammals encounter. Because of their size, it is relatively easy to build a microscope for

awake behaving mice, and surgically implanting a cranial window is tractable. Congenitally

expressed mouse lines for our calcium reporter are commercially available. In this model, we

will explore motion tuning to synthetic and naturalistic contexts. Because natural scenes are

not monolithic, we choose to scale the complexity of our naturalistic stimulus by removing

complicating features. Our naturalistic stimulus is flowing water, which does not have a

foreground and a background, and does not contain objects. Our stimulus might be best

described as a dynamic natural texture. We will compare the motion tuning properties

of edge detecting and motion detecting neurons, identified by their response to synthetic

stimuli, with these naturalistic water flow movies. In this manner, we hope to take a
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step towards understanding the motion encoding of primary visual cortical neurons across

statistical context, utilizing our stimulus that is a step along the spectrum from synthetic to

natural.
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CHAPTER 2

ENGINEERING A MICROSCOPE FOR IMAGING AWAKE

MICE

2.1 A linear treadmill to measure ambulatory velocity

As previously discussed, the benefits of two photon microscopy and the mouse model for

studying cortical processing of vision are myriad; however, there are also many challenges

to recording the neural activity of an awake mouse. Awake mice prefer to be able to move

rather than to be confined to a particular location. However, because our microscope has

a fixed objective, our mice must be head-fixed. To allow our mice to ambulate in a fixed

location during experiments, we designed and built a 3-D printed voluntary treadmill for

mouse ambulation. The treadmill consists of two spoked wheels, turning about aluminum

axles, with aluminum flanged ball bearings inserted into the treadmill walls (Fig 2.1). A thin

strip of fabric was glued into a loop, and used as the treadmill band. In order to support the

weight of the mouse, and also minimize friction, a treadmill bed of delrin was inserted into

the walls between the wheels. The treadmill band was placed around the wheels and over

the treadmill bed, allowing the mouse to push the band over the bed to ambulate in place.

Through testing we discovered mice do not prefer to ambulate on the treadmill alone,

because on the treadmill they are essentially standing at the edge of a table. House mice

prefer to ambulate close to walls and within enclosures, so they do not feel exposed to

predators. For this reason, we engineered our treadmill with two small walls on either side

of the location where the mouse ambulates without blocking the visual stimulus from the

mouse, but giving the perception to the mouse that it is not fully exposed during imaging.

Using a treadmill model with movable walls, we discovered that if the walls are too far away

from the mouse, the mouse will freeze with fear as often as when the walls are not present.

However, when the walls are too close, the mouse takes the opportunity to grab the walls

with its back legs, in an attempt to wrest itself free from head-fixation. Optimal placement
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from the mouse is around 5 cm on either side, so the mouse will remain centered on the

treadmill and facing forward without reaching out to the side for the wall, but will remain

calmer than if there were no treadmill walls altogether.

Our treadmill design is linear, which creates ample experimental space under the objective.

Other treadmill designs, like floating foam balls or dinner-plate rotary designs, have a large

footprint on the laser table. We learned through our experiments that the efficacy of clamping

the mouse headbar to the table is directly related to the distance the clamping bar is to the

mouse - the longer the clamping bar, the longer the lever arm the mouse has to fight against

its constraints, leading to the possibility of motion artifacts in microscopy data. For this

reason, a small treadmill footprint is preferred to larger footprints. Other treadmill designs,

especially the foam ball floating on air treadmill design, encourage the mouse to ambulate

by providing very little support when a mouse is stationary. In essence, on such balls the

mouse is constantly working to correct its balance on the ball. Our treadmill is stable when

the mouse is stationary, providing less distraction for the mouse on the rig.

Figure 2.1: Treadmill and eye-tracking illumination. A) 3-D rendering of the plastic
components of the mouse treadmill. B) 3-D rendering of the IR LED box. C) Exploded
view of B).

The speed of the mouse was recorded using a rotary encoder (US Digital H5 Ball Bearing

Optical Shaft Encoder) fixed to the axle of the wheel with a 3-D printed attachment. This

encoder contains four important components: a light source, two light detectors, and a slotted

wheel, with two circular rows of slits. The encoder operates by recording luminance changes
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on the light detectors as the wheel is turned about the shaft. The two rows of slits are cut

into quadrature phase, such that they oscillate blocking the light from the detectors in such

a way as to indicate which detector has turned on first, and which has turned on second.

The two square-waves created by these oscillating detectors allow the encoder to distinguish

counter-clockwise from clockwise motion, as determined by the leading and lagging channels.

The voltage output from this device was recorded, and because the diameter of the axle and

the treadmill wheel is a fixed ratio, a simple transformation gave a measurement of the

running speed, using the diameter of the treadmill wheel and the number of turns of the

encoder per second. The encoder was designed to output 100 cycles per revolution of the

encoder axle, and the wheel had a 5 cm diameter, leading to a translation of 0.05 cm per

cycle of the encoder. Counting the cycles per unit time gave an estimate of the instantaneous

velocity of the mouse.

Locomotion in the mouse is a proxy for brain state - essentially indicating the extent

an awake mouse is “awake” (mouse brain oscillations can exhibit characteristics of slow-

wave sleep during quiescent periods, [63]). Increased locomotion is associated with increased

neuronal firing rates, but this increase in firing rate does not indicate a change in the tuning

curve of neurons, providing evidence that this locomotion-induced firing rate increase is

instantiated through a gain control mechanism [72]. Because the increased firing rate does

not change the tuning properties of the neurons recorded, we chose to include running epochs

with quiescent epochs in our data presented in Chapter 4. We did measure whether the

results presented in that chapter differed significantly when running was removed, and we

found that the general results were unchanged (data not shown).

2.2 An infrared eye-tracking camera

A second challenge to visual experiments with awake animals is the possibility that the animal

in question moves its eyes - changing the area of visual angle each neuronal receptive field

occupies. To track the eye movements of the mouse, we used an infrared-sensitive Prosilica
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GX GigE camera to record eye position. Our eye-tracking methodology is similar to the

methodology presented in [101]. With strong illumination of the eye, the pupil is easily

distinguished from the iris, since the pupil is much darker in color than the iris. Strong

illumination was provided by a 5 W (20mm Star Bead design, 1.5V, 1400mA) light-emitting

diode (LED) in the infrared range at 940 nm, since mice lack a long wavelength opsin, and

this light is therefore imperceptible to the mouse (no light-emitting diode emits with a delta

function, but the emission spectrum of the LED was peaked sharply enough that humans,

most of whom can perceive red light, can not perceive this IR LED either). LEDs are

typically manufactured with minimal optics, and bare surface-mount LEDs provide diffuse

light. It was therefore necessary to focus this light onto the mouse eye, in order to provide

enough luminance to distinguish the pupil from the iris.

We accomplished this focusing with two methods. The first was to design a 3-D printed

box to contain a high-power IR led, the current limiting resistor for the LED, an AC to DC

power converter, and a cooling fan. Because the wattage through the current limiting resistor

drove the current limiting resistor to high temperatures, the box was printed with Formlabs

High Temperature Resin to mitigate warping from heat, and the box also contained a small

brushless fan to cool the resistor. This box was outfitted with a commercially available

plastic surface mount LED spot lens, which was fitted into the front opening of the box.

This backscatter of this IR light onto the eye tracking camera provided enough contrast to

be able to distinguish the pupil from the iris.

However, the singular spot from this box provided illumination to one side of the eye

better than the other, making one side of the pupil very dark, but leaving the other with

less contrast. The optimal location for placing the IR illumination was directly in front of

the eye, but the visual stimulus is placed directly in front of the eye. We therefore designed

a second illumination method. The second method consisted of replacing the LED in a

commercially available handheld focusable flashlight with the same high power IR LEDs.

With this method, we were able to fit two converted flashlights into the experimental rig
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(with the current limiting resistor still housed in the heat-proof box) to provide light onto the

eye from two vantage points. Filling the eye with light from two directions allowed complete

filling of the eye, and high contrast all around the pupil. Two illumination sources instead

of one allowed us to move the light sources to each side of the monitor presenting the visual

stimulus.

Eye tracking must be performed while an experiment is underway. Our two-flashlight

design was suited to fitting onto the experimental rig, and providing light to track the eye.

However, the wavelength of light emitted by these LEDs happened to be identical to the

wavelength of light emitted by the laser for two-photon illumination. While the illumination

laser is on, intense laser light scatters through the brain of the mouse so that the entire eye is

brightened at 940 nm during an experiment. To overcome this problem, we made use of the

distribution of light emitted by our LED, and the fact that the laser has a very tight emission

spectrum. Since the laser emits in a very narrow band, we were able to filter almost all the

light from the laser with a Thorlabs longpass optical filter with a 950 nm cut-on wavelength.

The LED provided enough power at the passed wavelengths for eye tracking, at the cost of

moving further red on the absorbance spectrum of our IR camera - moving into a region of

the camera chip absorbance spectrum with lower quantum efficiency. A slower shutter-speed

on the camera made up for this loss in signal.

The final hurdle to eye tracking the awake mouse on our rig was that the ideal location

for not only illumination but also the eye tracking camera is normal to the cornea - the

exact location of the visual stimulus. In order to record normal to the cornea, but out of the

field of view of the mouse, we recorded videos of the eye after the image was reflected off of

a dichromatic mirror placed near the visual stimulus. This mirror passed visual light, and

reflected IR light. We used again used two methods to fix this mirror in place. In the first

method, the mirror was held in space by a custom-built brass wire mount, designed with a

weaving pattern to be thin enough as to be almost imperceptible to the mouse, but strong

enough to hold the weight of the mirror. The second method utilized again a brass wire
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frame to hold the mirror, but instead of mounting this frame to the table, with frame was

suspended aloft by thin clear nylon thread tied to the microscope and stimulus monitor. By

focusing the camera onto the image formed in this mirror, we were able to place the camera

at an angle away from the visual stimulus, while minimally affecting the visual field of the

mouse.

We repurposed homebuilt LabView software from the Scanziani lab (UCSF) for recording

the pupil position from this video data. Within a manually specified rectangular ROI around

the eye, the video feed was low-pass thresholded to isolate the pupil. A circle was then fit

to the pixels with luminance below this threshold. As an estimate of eye position, the pupil

x-coordinate, y-coordinate, and diameter in pixels was recorded from this circular fit. Our

eye tracking setup can record eye position in the mouse while neuronal fluorescence data is

measured. However, because of the impracticalities associated with the technique, and for

other reasons discussed below, we did not eye-track during the majority of the experiments

discussed in this dissertation.

Because eye movements move the receptive field of a neuron in the visual field [64],

reconstructing the neural receptive field from a visual stimulus benefits greatly from accounting

for eye movements. However, in our hands typical eye movements in the mouse were small

and infrequent. Even in the aforementioned study, in a foveate animal like the macaque,

exemplar eye movements only covered 0.2◦. In our studies, mice move their eyes at most 2.0◦,

and on average less than 1.0◦per movement. Movements also occurred relatively infrequently,

compared with foveate animals.. Our visual stimuli in this study are full field drifting textures

and patterns, with similar statistics covering the entire visual stimulus. Because the statistics

in one position on the visual stimulus are similar to the statistics elsewhere, the receptive

field is not filtering vastly different statistical inputs no matter where it looks on the screen.

However, this is less true for natural movies, as the statistical class in a natural movie is

similar across the visual field, but the particular instantiation of natural statistics can change

across the visual field. Nonetheless, because of the infrequency and small magnitude of eye
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movements during experiments, we did not track eyes during the experiments presented in

Chapter 4.

Eye tracking is useful for reconstructing the visual stimulus on the retina; similar to

running, it is also useful for estimating the brain state of the mouse [86]. The diameter of

the pupil indicates arousal levels, with a larger pupil diameter indicating increased arousal.

Global brain state has varied effects on individual neuron activity. On average, arousal level

is linked to increasing fire rates in V1, but some narrow-spiking neurons are suppressed

by arousal (as measured by locomotion) in mouse V1 [72]. Suppressive effects of arousal

have also been measured on average in other brain areas in the mouse [104]. When the

effects of arousal as indicated by pupil diameter and running speeds are dissociated, it

has been shown that these modalities of arousal measurement are associated with different

synaptic efficacy changes in different neuron subtypes [86], and have differing consequences

for functional flexibility in neural circuits [122].These results have inspired hypotheses that

these changes are associated with shifts in behavioral modality between exploration (seeking

out new resources to use) and exploitation (utilizing known sources of resources) tasks [39].

This framework lends an interesting perspective to mouse vision - if the ethological usage

of vision in the mouse is predator detection, and if a mouse needs to forage to exploit its

environment and is most vulnerable when its motion makes it easier for a predator to detect

it, then an increase in the gain control of predator detecting circuits while running seems

a possible target of positive evolutionary selective pressure. Exploration of this framework

seems an especially pertinent area of study for naturalistic experiments. Nonetheless, it

remains outside the scope of the work presented here.
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CHAPTER 3

MODELS FOR MOUSE VISION

3.1 Modeling at various levels of complexity

This work makes extensive use of two canonical computations of mouse V1 - mouse visual

cortical neurons extract luminance edges, typified by the simple cell linear receptive field and

linear-nonlinear model of neural processing; mouse visual cortical neurons extract motion

direction, exemplified by the motion energy model of neural processing. We present in

Chapter 4 the essential components of these models, and here discuss some intricacies of each.

Of course, there are many other canonical computations that cortex employs to accomplish

its many functions, and in this chapter we also discuss some of these models which were not

as essential to understanding the data presented in Chapter 4.

Computational models are rarely designed to capture all of the complexity of a process,

and are often designed to abstract a complex process into digestible pieces [110]. Computation

can be understood at various levels of abstraction, by choosing which details to include

and which characteristics of the real-world process to match [61]. Rate based models,

like the linear-nonlinear model and the motion energy model central to this work, are

abstractions which deal in the realm of computation and do not discuss implementation of

their algorithm. Various other models are more concerned with the biophysical plausibility

of the computations they perform, and models of varying levels of complexity are employed.

Each layer of the visual system employs many neuronal subtypes - the number of cell subtypes

in the retina is ever increasing, and currently sits at over 30 [7]. To describe the complexity

of the turtle visual system, Nenadic et al. (2003) employ a model with 744 compartments

describing only 3 cells types, with an input layer of an additional 201 compartments, all

to recapitulate the relatively simple (when compared with visual encoding) phenomenon of

propagating waves in visual cortex. The number of cell subtypes and heterogeneity within a

cell subtype results in an explosion of complexity if one is to simulate even a small number
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of neurons in a biophysically plausible manner. Depending on the complexity of the neural

behavior one seeks to model, it is generally possible to reduce the complexity of these models,

to form tractable models that describe the most important components of the system but

sacrifice matching some small percentage of the details [42]. In [10], the researchers describe

a compartmental model that reduces the complexity of a 400 compartment model to 8-9

compartments, with a modest loss of fitting accuracy. Nonetheless, the question of how

much complexity will be required to describe the cortical response in natural situations

remains open.

As discussed in Chapter 1, Section 1.1, the linear receptive field is currently the linchpin

of visual cortical processing, and enjoys a similar seat of significance in other sensory systems.

The linear receptive field is so appealing because it supports a particular view of cortical

processing that allows researchers to treat the brain as a feed-forward feature extractor, with

simple features extracted at early points in the visual stream, and combined in complex

representations in higher brain areas. This viewpoint is attractive because it allows theorists

to bring the full weight of hierarchical information processing theories to the question of

understanding cortex. Feed-forward networks are simple and are well-studied in the fields of

computer science and information theory.

However, actual neural networks display a preponderance of feed-back recursive connections,

and this interplay of feed-forward and feed-back interactions complicates the picture. These

connections also occur both within brain layers, across brain layers, and even across brain

regions, leading to multimodal crosstalk across sensory systems [26, 32]. As previously

discussed, models informed by simple synthetic stimuli like white noise do not always explain

responses to naturalistic conditions [89], even in the retina, the supposed simplest component

of the visual stream [51]. These results seem to indicate that the feed-forward feature

extracting viewpoint is incomplete at best. However, amazing progress has been made

utilizing this framework, possibly best illustrated by successes in brain-machine interfaces

that utilize simple feature based decoding strategies [121]. The receptive field remains an
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important, but incomplete, and therefore controversial, model of cortical processing [30].

3.2 Normalization computations

The modeling landscape of motion extraction is complicated by the discovery that mouse

brains (and other mammalian visual systems) employ motion extractors of two types -

pattern motion extractors, and component motion extractors [70]. This separation arises

from the fact that the motion of edges can only be discerned in the motion axis normal

to the edge orientation, and any motion parallel to the edge orientation in lost, arising in

many edge containing visual stimuli driving the same motion percept [69]. When presented

with two drifting gratings at differing orientations, a stimulus called a drifting plaid, some

neurons extract the motion of one edge and not the other, and some neurons extract the

combined motion direction of the plaid [130]. Interestingly, the motion energy model can

account for both of these types of motion computation, with the addition of another key

canonical neural computation - divisive normalization.

Some neurons are tuned and respond maximally to visual components in an angular

dependent manner. In simulation, if a population of linear-nonlinear neurons is shown

a visual stimulus with a mixture of visual components, and all of the neurons respond

maximally to detecting their preferred stimulus, the result is an epileptic cacophony of

neural spiking. The brain overcomes this complication using neural circuits that suppress

differently tuned neurons when a tuned neuron fires, so that the firing rate of an individual

unit is normalized over the sum firing rate of the population [12]. This model was first

proposed as the computation underlying directional selectivity of complex cells [116], and

has since been shown to explain non-preferred direction suppression [99]. Motion opponency

in the motion energy model of Chapter 4 could be accounted for with two units selective to

motion in opposite directions, with divisive shunting inhibition between the pair. Although

not explicit in the models proposed in Chapter 4, normalization is an important component

of primary visual cortical computation, of both edge orientation and motion direction.
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3.3 Hierarchical modeling of the ventral stream

As previously discussed, most visual cortical models treat the object identification pathway

(the ventral stream) in the visual system as a hierarchical system of feature extractors. A

hierarchical system of object identification is attractive from a theoretical perspective, as also

previously discussed, but is also is suggested by to the serial anatomy of primary projections

of visual cortical areas, and the fact that hierarchical visual processing provides a solution to

an important problem in visual systems: in the problem of object identification, one would

hope evolution has resulted a system that can recognize objects from different perspectives,

so that a small change in the position of the eye relative to an object does not radically change

the perception of that object. This feature of visual processing systems is called invariance

- the ability of the cortex to identify an object across multiple scales, orientations, and

contexts. Invariance is diametrically opposed to object perception selectivity - the ability

to provide a precise characterization of an object, including its scale and orientation. These

two features comprise a tradeoff in an inverse relationship, and it is theorized this tradeoff

has played an important role in the evolution of mammalian vision [90, 24]. Invariance

and selectivity tradeoffs can be optimized easily in a hierarchical object recognition system,

in which the early visual areas are highly selective for particular visual features, and are

combined in a hierarchical manner in order to create invariant visual responses in higher

brain areas.

This hierarchical structure finds a cortical substrate in the various brain regions of the

visual stream. In primates, primary visual cortex is thought to employ the selective filters

necessary to implement selective responses to specific visual features, and this information is

passed in various ways to higher brain areas for further processing [53]. By reducing a visual

stimulus to the components that are necessary for maximal activation of a brain region,

researchers have attempted to classify the computations that each brain region employs.

Visual area V2 contains interwoven maps of both color-selective and disparity-selective cells

that are broadly orientation tuned [95]. Area V4 contains orientation maps and stimulus
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size maps that are thought to culminate in responses that are specific to stimulus form,

giving optimal responses when the orientation, size, and spatial frequency of en edge match

the selectivity of the specific functional population containing a particular neuron [22, 38].

Inferior temporal cortex is thought to have complex responses to visual stimuli that depend

on many edges and shapes [? ] converging into an object identity perception, with special

attention given within particular domains to the identification of faces and expressions, with

increasingly complex and specific response patterns [59, 21, 66].

The mouse visual ventral stream is similarly organized to the primate visual stream, with

the important caveat that functional clustering in cortex seems to occur to a much lesser

degree in the rodent than the primate [93]. The mouse corollary to V2 is referred to as the

the lateromedial field (LM), and is still a primary target of mouse V1 [125], and it strongly

projects to mouse temporal cortex [126]. Utilizing modern techniques, researchers have sub-

categorized mouse visual cortex into smaller brain regions, and mapped their projections

throughout the visual stream, finding it homologous to primates in most ways [127].

The classical roles of each visual area has been critiqued and revised many times, and

current models seem to lean towards thinking of the process of object recognition of a

particular object class as a task distributed across brain regions, because with the advent

of functional imaging techniques, the measurement of correlations between brain activity

and visual stimulus have been discovered in an increasingly distributed fashion [48]. The

hierarchical perspective of object recognition is therefore being revised, as it becomes clear

that feed-back connections from higher brain areas onto lower brain areas are critical components

of the visual processing pathway. Primarily two roles for top-down connections in visual

processing have been put forward. The first views feed-back as the higher brain areas

as contributing task-dependent modulation (attentional, for example) of the feature sets

employed at a particular visual processing level [132]. The second views feed-back as a

predictive inference on future sensory information that is combined with the actual sensory

input at a point in time, essentially instantiating a form of Bayesian hypothesis testing
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between the perceptions of the higher brain areas and sensory inputs from the retina [56].

In both of these frameworks, and in cortical processing in general, backprojections are sure

to be a key component of cortical processing. However they are not featured in the models

presented in Chapter 4.

Diverse models of visual cortex have been put forth, and many have found great success

in explaining visual cortical recordings. However, because of the immense complexity of the

neural substrate, and the immense complexity of the task of visual processing, modern models

do not account for a large portion of neural activity in primary visual cortex [78]. There

remains many opportunities for further abstractions and models in order to comprehensively

understand visual processing.
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CHAPTER 4

CLASSIC MODELS PREDICT MURINE PRIMARY VISUAL

CORTICAL MOTION TUNING TO NATURALISTIC

STIMULUS

4.1 Introduction

Sensory information, including visual inputs, are collected by organisms so that they might

be able to learn about their environment and react to it [54]. Visual inputs are useful

for determining the content of surroundings (e.g. identifying predators, detecting prey,

navigating complex environments, etc.). Visual tasks can often be broken up into two

important components: identifying what is in the environment, and identify how the environment

is changing, or moving, in order to interact with it [114]. From an ethological perspective,

these two tasks are not mutually exclusive, because an environmental component can be

identified using static signals and dynamic visual signals [14]. These two tasks are not

mutually exclusive from a neural processing perspective because even motion processing

units employ spatial filters [47]. Primary visual cortex employs neural circuits that use spatial

and temporal signals to extract information about what is in the environment and how the

environment is moving. These circuits perform both tasks in concert and to varying degrees.

The output of these computations is represented in orientation and direction selective neurons

[44]. Orientation selective neurons are primarily useful for classifying static edge components

of visual scenes, while direction selective neurons primarily contribute information concerning

motion in visual scenes [18]. It is plausible that neurons that lean towards extracting edges,

and neurons that lean towards extracting motion, might differ in how well their motion

tuning properties extend across stimulus class. Neural populations that are extracting what

is in the scene would respond vastly different dependent upon the specific content of a

stimulus, regardless of motion in the stimulus; neurons extracting motion might extract the
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same direction of motion independent of what is actually moving.

A focus of neuroscience is to understand the brain in natural conditions, but to parameterize

the natural visual world is a nontrivial task [103]. Vision researchers have often thus

simplified natural scenes into parametric synthetic movies, and using these stimuli the field

has made significant predictions and observations about visual cortical computation. In

primary visual cortex, neurons integrate visual information in space and time, resulting

in the idea of the classical receptive field [41, 45, 27, 71]. Neurons are also influenced by

visual patterns surrounding the classical receptive field, resulting in important normative

computations and inhibitive relationships with neurons with neighboring receptive fields [105,

124]. These and other discoveries build on two foundational computations, the touchstones

of the visual neuroscience field: primary visual cortical neurons encode the orientation of

luminance edges in a visual stimulus; primary visual cortical neurons encode the direction

of motion of an object or texture in a visual stimulus.As discovered in Hubel and Wiesel’s

classic experiments, to illustrate these canonical computations, all that is necessary is to flash

or drift a simple oriented edge. The spatial and temporal filters of such neurons responsive

to these stimuli can even be uncovered using white noise stimuli [85]. Noise and bars of

light is all that is necessary to explore vast regions of visual neuroscience space. Powerful

theoretical ideas in information theory and visual filtering explain the response to noise and

bars of light with great success [8, 120, 119].

Because the set of neuronal filters in response to noise and bars results in an optimal basis

set for natural visual scenes [106], models of the neuronal response to noise and bars have

persisted through many decades, even though models informed by response to impoverished

stimuli often fail to explain neural response to naturalistic stimuli [31]. The relationship

between activity driven by impoverished stimuli and rich stimuli remains unclear. Do neurons

extract similar information from natural and synthetic scenes? Does the response to synthetic

movies inform predictions of the response to natural scenes? With this study we hope to

help point towards an answer.
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Natural scenes are very complex and present an immense challenge to experimentalists

in that comprehensive coverage of the entire space of natural scenes in an experiment is

impossible. However, because natural scenes are not monolithic [87], it is possible to

step through complexity of a naturalistic stimulus. Natural scenes often contain objects,

a foreground and a background, and other complicating features that make their analysis

difficult [97]. In this study, we decided to simplify the picture by choosing as our stimulus a

natural texture with relatively uniform spatial and temporal statistics, with no objects, and

no foreground/background distinction. Water flow provides a step between fully featured

natural scenes and synthetic movies, by providing broad spatial frequency content and motion

signals present in the natural world but often absent from synthetic stimuli. If our models

informed by synthetic stimuli can predict response properties to this stimulus, we would

therefore have a foothold to expect that our models of neuronal computation might be able

to extend to natural conditions.

4.2 Methods

Animals and surgery

All procedures were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee at the

University of Chicago. Data was collected from C57BL/6J mice of either sex (n = 4 female;

2 male, 2-4 sessions per animal) expressing transgene Tg(Thy1-GCaMP6s)GP4.12Dkim

(Jackson Laboratory) between ages P50–P200. After induction of anesthesia with isoflurane

(induction at 4%, maintained at 1–1.5%), a 3 mm diameter cranial window was implanted

above V1 by stereotaxic coordinates and cemented in place alongside a custom titanium

headbar. Mice recovered for at least 8 days.

Intrinsic Signal Imaging

V1 was identified using intrinsic signal imaging. Under isoflurane anesthesia, mice were

head-clamped under a CCD camera (Qimaging Retiga-SRV). A vertical white-bar stimulus
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(100% contrast, 0.125 Hz) was repeatedly presented on an LED monitor (AOC G2460)

located approximately 20 cm from the contralateral eye, while cortical reflectance under 625

nm illumination was collected. The retinotopic mapping of V1 was then estimated at each

pixel from the phase of peak reflectance driven by increases in activity-dependent blood flow.

Two-Photon Calcium-Dependent Fluorescence Microscopy

Neural activity was recorded from awake, head-fixed mice on a linear treadmill. A rotary

encoder attached to one axle measured running speed. Using galvanometer raster scanning,

a layer 2/3 field of view roughly 800 µm in diameter in V1 was identified. Raster scans (1

Hz) were acquired for roughly 10 minutes, while high contrast full-field visual stimuli were

presented. Neurons in the field of view ( 50-300) were automatically identified using custom

image processing software. Activity from the identified neurons was captured at 25-33 Hz

using Heuristically Optimal Path Scanning. Imaging was performed at 930 nm (Coherent;

Chameleon Ultra) through a 20X 1.1NA Olympus objective, and fluorescence emission was

collected with a GaAsP PMT (Hamamatsu; H10770A-40). The diameter of the field of view

was estimated once by fitting circles to a single raster scan of 15 µm fluorescent microbeads.

The true field of view size may vary up to 8% across datasets from realignment of laser beam

path.

Visual presentation

Visual stimuli were presented on an ASUS VG248QE, 20 cm from the contralateral eye,

covering 51◦x90◦of the visual field, and set to 60 Hz and 60 cd/m2. Using a luminance

meter, the screen’s gamma curve was measured, and generated stimuli accounted for this

curve. Three luminance-matched visual stimuli were presented: 1) square-wave gratings

(G), 95% contrast, 2 Hz, 0.04 cpd, 8 directions; 2) water flow (W); 3) water flow texture (T)

generated to match spatial statistics of a still frame of the water movie. Each stimulus was

rotated into 8 evenly spaced directions. In each experimental session, at least two of these

stimulus types were presented in pseudo-random order. A mean-luminance blank epoch
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was also presented in each experimental session. Stimulus epochs were presented for 3 s.

Five seconds of mean-luminance grey screen was presented between stimulus epochs. Thirty

presentations of each stimulus epoch was presented in blocks containing either 3 or 5 repeats

of each stimulus.

Naturalistic visual stimuli

Our study utilized a novel naturalistic stimulus - water flowing downstream (W). The

stimulus was made from a movie of water flowing across a dam, selected from the Chicago

Motion Database, housed in the Palmer lab (www.chicagomotion.rcc.uchicago.edu). The

original movie was collected at 60 fps and 512x512 resolution with an AVT GX1050 camera.

This movie was cropped, rotated into 8 directions, and resampled to the resolution of our

stimulus presentation monitor. A second naturalistic stimulus was constructed: a single

frame of W was used to seed generation of a water texture stimulus (T), matching the

joint statistics of complex wavelet coefficients [83]. This texture was generated with wavelet

coefficients at 7 scales and 4 orientations, in a spatial neighborhood of 3x3, and 50 iterations

of the generation algorithm. To control for the particular instance of texture generated, three

textures were generated and randomly presented as the T stimulus. For each naturalistic

stimulus, three-dimensional (spatiotemporal) amplitude spectrum were computed using a

sliding 128x128x128 Hamming window with 50% overlap in each dimension. The direction

of motion in W was calculated as the optic flow between adjacent stimulus frames [111]. To

measure the types of motion in the W movie, local motion scores were measured based on

the luminance correlations within an appropriate spatiotemporal template for each type of

motion, and these scores were then combined across space [73]. To measure the number,

orientation, and length of edges in W and T, Canny edge detection was performed [11] within

simulated receptive fields, spaced evenly into nine locations spanning the visual stimulus

(center, cardinal, and intercardinal locations). Edges shorter than three pixels were ignored.

Edge orientation and length were calculated as the orientation and Euclidean distance from

tip to tail. The standard deviation of the Gaussian filter during edge detection was swept
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through 5◦, 10◦, 20◦and 30◦(to match the spatial size of receptive fields in mouse visual

cortex, [71]. Major gradient threshold was swept through 0.2, 0.35, and 0.5, and minor

gradient threshold was set to 40% of the major.

Linear-nonlinear modeling

In the same nine locations as edges were detected, the activation of a linear-nonlinear

model was measured [79]. The spatial filter of the model was defined as a circular 2-D Gabor

with width swept through 5◦, 10◦, 20◦and 30◦, oriented to respond to vertical edges. Both

monophasic and biphasic temporal kernels were used. The monophasic temporal kernel was

a Gaussian peaked at 100 ms, with a width of 90 ms. The biphasic temporal kernel was the

difference of a Gaussian of 110 ms width with a Gaussian of 55 ms, offset by a 25 ms delay.

This filter was convolved with the stimulus, and passed through threshold-linear nonlinearity,

with threshold of 0.1 and gain of 5.0.

Motion energy modeling

In the same nine locations as edges were detected, the activation of a horizontal motion

energy model was measured [1]. The spatial component of the filter was again a 2-D Gabor

swept through the previous sizes, but with vertical width 10% of the horizontal (reducing

the presence of a spatial edge in the filter). The model utilized two spatial filters, phase

shifted by 90◦, and two biphasic temporal filters defined by the difference of Gaussians. The

faster temporal filter was the difference of Gaussians with width of 55 ms, offset by 30 ms,

with second peak 90% the height of the first. The slower temporal filter was the difference

of Gaussians with width of 80 ms, offset by 30 ms, with second peak 90% of the first. These

spatial and temporal filters were combined to form space-time separable filters, then added to

form four spatio-temporally oriented filters, two to the left and two to the right, normalized

by the L-2 norm. These were convolved with the stimulus, the output was squared and

averaged, and the directional energy was computed as the total rightward activation minus

the total leftward activation.
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Data acquisition and pre-processing

Data acquisition synchronization was performed at 2 kHz using an NI PCI-6259. Three

data channels were simultaneously collected: 1) the voltage trace from a photodiode placed

onto the monitor that tracked stimulus presentation, 2) a TTL pulse coinciding with the start

of each frame of imaging, 3) the voltage trace output of the encoder measuring running speed.

For each neuron, baseline fluorescence was estimated from raw fluorescence by thresholding

to eliminate spike-induced fluorescence transients and smoothing with a 4th-order, 81-point

Savitzky-Golay filter. Fluorescence time-series were then normalized to percent change from

baseline (δF/F0) using this time-varying baseline. The mean normalized fluorescence was

calculated for each 3 s stimulus epoch. This value was considered the neuron’s trial response.

Response properties and tuning classification

Neurons were classified as visually responsive to a stimulus type if the mean response

to any direction was significantly greater than the mean response of the neuron to the

interleaved blank stimulus epochs by Dunnett-corrected one-way ANOVA (alpha = 0.05).

Responsive neurons were then tested for statistically significant orientation or direction

tuning to G according to the trial vectors in orientation or direction spaces [62], and for

significant tuning to W by bootstrapping across directions. For each responsive, tuned

neuron the mean response at each direction was considered the tuning response (curve). To

calculate the orientation tuning curve, the responses of the neuron to opposite directions were

concatenated, and the mean response at each orientation was considered the tuning curve.

Tuning curve fits were not performed. The tuning strength was defined as the normalized

length of the vector of the sum of the mean responses in either orientation space:

Lori =

∑
k R(Θk)exp(2iΘk)∑

k R(Θk)
(4.1)
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where R(Θk) is the response to angle Θk, or in direction space:

Ldir =

∑
k R(Θk)exp(iΘk)∑

k R(Θk)
(4.2)

The tuning axis or direction was the angle of this vector, formalized here in direction space:

Θ = tan−1
∑

k Ry(Θk)∑
k Rx(Θk)

(4.3)

where Ry is the response y-component, and Rx is the response x-component.

Statistical Methods

Neuronal fluorescence response similarity was measured using partial correlation, controlling

for the population mean response:

rx,y|z =
rx,y − rx,zry,z√

1− r2x,z
√

1− r2y,z
(4.4)

where x(t) is the fluorescence trace of the first neuron, y(t) is the fluorescence trace of the

second neuron, z(t) is the population mean fluorescence trace, and r denotes the Pearson

correlation coefficient between respective fluorescence traces. Tuning curve similarity was

measured using Pearson’s correlation coefficient. Both parametric (two-sample t-test) and

non-parametric (Wilcoxon signed rank, rank sum test) hypothesis testing was performed,

with p-values listed inline. Effect size for comparing means was calculated as Cohen’s d.

Effect size, r, for comparing medians was calculated from the appropriate hypothesis test

z-value:

r =
z√
N

(4.5)
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4.3 Results

Water flow movies are an exemplary naturalistic stimulus.

It remains unclear the extent to which neurons in visual cortex respond similarly to visual

stimuli which contain directional flow of differing statistical composition. In order to test

the degree to which neurons respond similarly across statistical categories of visual stimulus

we measured neuronal responses to drifting gratings and to a novel naturalistic stimulus:

water flowing downstream. Typical of dynamic natural scenes [97, 25], water flow contains

a broad spatial and temporal frequency distribution and various types of motion signals

(Fig. 4.1), including Fourier, non-Fourier and glider motion [73]. Primary visual cortex

is thought to predominantly encode two features of visual stimuli: edge orientation, and

directional motion energy. We therefore measured the edge length and orientation in the

water movie within spatially-distributed simulated receptive fields (Fig. 4.2). We measured

the edge orientation and length distributions to again be broad, indicative of the broad

spatial frequency distribution and fast mixing times of swirling water.We also measured the

direction of optic flow in the water movie, finding a distribution of motion direction with

mean 10.9◦below the horizontal, which we round in the following analyses to 10◦.

Water flow creates varied motion tuning curves to edge extracting models.

To compare motion directional tuning across stimulus conditions, we rotated the water

flow movie into 8 evenly distributed directions. How should we expect an edge extracting

neuron to respond to this water stimulus? To start towards an answer to this question, we

measured the activation of a linear-nonlinear (LN) model by the rotated water flow stimulus

(see Methods). The water flow contains inhomogenous edge content across space and time,

which drives various directional responses to water flow, with the strongest responding

direction dependent upon the analyzed region of the movie and the parameters of the model

filter. This LN modeling result suggests the preferred direction of a neuron direction tuned

to water and orientation tuned to gratings should not be consistent across stimuli (Fig. 4.3).
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Figure 4.1: Stimuli characteristics. A) Still frame of the grating (G) 0◦stimulus. B)
Spatiotemporal energy spectrum of drifting G, with ripples in frequency characteristic of
square wave gratings, and oriented motion energy in x-t plane. C) Still frame of the water
(W) 0◦stimulus. D) Spatiotemporal energy spectrum of W, with broad spatial frequency
distributions and oriented x-t energy. E) Types of motion in the W stimulus, normalized to
the prevalence score of the Fourier (standard translational) motion. F) Optic flow angle of
W, with mean -10.9◦.

Water flow creates consistent motion tuning curves to motion detecting models.

How should we expect a motion energy extracting neuron to respond to this stimulus? We

measured the activation of an opponent motion energy (ME) model by the water stimulus

(Fig. 4.3). The water flow contains strong directional motion energy across space and

time, which drives consistent directional responses to the water flow, independent of the

analyzed region or the parameters of the model filter. This ME modeling result gives the

opposite expectation as the LN model: the preferred direction of a neuron tuned to water

and gratings should agree across stimulus conditions, and the response of motion direction

detecting neurons should be correlated across motion directions.

Murine visual cortical neurons similarly respond to distinct visual stimuli classes.

To test these predictions, we needed to identify neurons that were responsive and tuned
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Figure 4.2: Expectations informed by modeling. A) Distributions of edge orientation
and length, detected by canny edge detection, across 9 spatial locations, to the W 0◦stimulus.
Distributions are broad, and depend on spatial location. B) Example LN and ME preferred
angle analysis. Top-left: response of LN model to G (black in subsequent figures). Top-
center: response of LN model to W (blue in subsequent figures). Top-right: preferred axis
and direction from response curves in top-left and top-center. Bottom-left, -center, and -
right: Same as top, for ME model (blue - positive opponent energy, right-ward signal, red
- negative opponent energy, left-ward signal). C) Tuning curves of the LN model with a
20◦spatial filter to G, across the 9 spatial locations in A). D) Same as C), for response to W.
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Figure 4.3: Motion tuning of modeling. A) Comparison of extracted motion direction by
ME model across space for W and G movies, indicating strong alignment. B) Comparison
of extracted motion axis from G and motion direction from W by LN model, indicating
uncorrelated motion preference.

to both stimulus conditions. We therefore imaged local cortical populations (<800µm

diameter imaging plane), of L2/3 excitatory neurons constitutively expressing GCaMP6S

(see Methods) in mouse V1 during presentation of the classes of visual stimuli containing

directional flow in eight directions (Fig. 4.4). Again, the classes of visual stimuli were

drifting square-wave gratings (G), and water (W) flow. As mentioned previously, the spatial

frequency distribution and the distribution of motion signals of natural movies are both

broad distributions. The gratings, however, are narrow in both spatial distribution and

motion. To compare the responses of individual neurons across these stimulus classes, we

restrict our analysis to populations of neurons were shown both conditions in shuffled order

within an experiment (n = 2116).

We first asked whether V1 neurons would respond to broad- or narrow-band stimuli

uniquely, or whether they would respond to both. The chances a neuron responds to G and

W is higher than expected from the product of the chance of response to each individual

stimulus class. Of neurons shown both G and W, 67% were visually responsive to either G
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Figure 4.4: Experimental design. A) Top: Craniotomy over primary visual cortex, V1
retinotopy mapped by intrinsic signal imaging (colormap - visual azimuth, lateral to medial).
Bottom: Two-photon field of view, L2/3, from region in Top. B) Fluorescence responses of
one exemplary neuron to W (top) and G (bottom). Gray region indicates last 1s of mean
luminance blank epoch before stimulus presentation.

or W, 54% were responsive to G, 60% were responsive to W, and 46% were responsive to

both G and W (n = 2116, Fig. 4.5). If the mechanism for responding to G and W was

independent, approximately a third (32%) of the neurons would be expected to be visually

responsive to both classes of stimuli. About half (46%) of all neurons were responsive to

G and W, and only 21% of neurons were responsive to either G or W alone. These results

indicate that both water and gratings recruit an overlapping cortical population, even across

statistical context.

Taking the neurons (981) that were statistically significantly visually responsive to both

G and W, we then asked whether these neurons show increased responsiveness to one stimuli

class over the other. We compared the mean response of each neuron across all directions

and all trials between conditions. The median response averaged across directions and trials

to W was higher than the median response to G, with small effect size (W to G signed

rank test, p = 1.7e-5, r = 0.097, n = 981). To control for differences in expression level of

GCaMP6S and to control for the fact that not every neuron imaged was perfectly bisected

by the focal plane, we both Z-scored and unity-scaled the data for normalized comparisons.
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In the normalized comparisons, we found that differences in responsiveness to W and G

were again significant and small (Z-score, signed rank tests: W to G, p = 1.4e-9, d = 0.388;

Unity-scaled, signed rank tests: W to G, p = 3.3e-8, d = 0.214).

Figure 4.5: Visual responsiveness to G and W. A) Barplot of fraction of neurons
responsive to G, W, and both G and W. B) Histogram of mean response over directions and
trials for neurons responsive to G or W. C) Example tuning curves of neurons responsive to
both G and W. D) Heatmap of density of strength of response of neurons responsive to both
W and G. Dashed line is unity.

Naturalistic stimuli recruit more directional, asymmetric responses.

We further investigated the tuning properties of murine visual cortex to W and G by

comparing direction tuning and orientation tuning. In general, both edge extracting neurons

and motion extracting neurons exhibit a preferred axis of motion. The symmetry of the edges

in the G movie along a motion axis results in symmetric motion responses, called orientation

tuning, detected by averaging responses along an axis. Direction tuned neurons, however,

display a motion preference for one direction along this axis over the other. The statistical
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tests to detect orientation and direction tuning are not mutually exclusive, and are not a

complete subset of one another. Both tests detect motion along an axis, but in different

ways. We therefore compared orientation and direction tuning separately, but included in

our comparison of tuning strength neurons that were exclusively orientation or direction

tuned, and neurons that were both orientation and direction tuned, in the comparisons of

each tuning type.

The distribution of orientation of edges in the W stimulus does not give reason to expect

symmetric activation of neurons along a motion axis. Nevertheless we did measure the tuning

of neurons to the W stimulus along an axis. We refer to these neurons as bi-directionally

tuned neurons, because they are likely not extracting the same oriented luminance edge in

both directions of their preferred motion axis. We measured 10% of neurons to be exclusively

orientation tuned to the W stimulus. Unlike neurons orientation tuned to G, 54% of these

neurons were measured to have asymmetric bi-directional tuning, with a stronger response

in a direction less than 180◦from the maximum direction than the direction opposite the

maximal response (ignoring the two directions adjacent to the maximum). Because of the

relatively small number of neurons in this uniquely orientation tuned to W group, and the

asymmetry in their responses, complicating measurement of a preferred motion axis, we

give our attention exclusively in the following analyses to neurons that exhibited significant

direction tuning to the W stimulus.

Of neurons shown G and W (n = 2116, 6 mice, 18 sessions), and including both direction

and orientation tuning to G, 54% of neurons were tuned to either stimulus class, 41% were

tuned to G, 33% were tuned to W, and 20% were tuned to both (Fig. 4.6). The product of

the fractions of neurons tuned to each individual stimulus was again lower than the measured

fraction of neurons tuned to both stimuli (in the case of G and W, 14% compared to 20%).

Of neurons shown both G and W, 34% were orientation tuned to G, and 18% were

direction tuned to G. Of these same neurons, 33% were direction tuned to W, and 9%

were direction tuned to both. Doubly-direction-tuned neurons were weakly statistically
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Figure 4.6: Tuning strength to G and W. A) Barplot of fraction of neurons tuned to
G, W, or both, including both OT and DT to G. B) Barplot of fractions of neurons OT or
DT to G or W. C) Histogram of OT strength to G. D) Histogram of DT strength to G and
W. E) Exemplary neurons DT to both G and W. F) Heatmap of density of DT strength of
neurons DT to G and W. Dashed line is unity.

significantly stronger direction tuned to W over G (signed rank test: p = 7.6e-6, r = 0.211,

n = 225). These results show that more neurons are direction tuned to W than G, the

directional tuning strength of neurons tuned to both W and G is slightly shifted towards W,

and there is a significant fraction of neurons that encode angular motion information about

both W and G.

Neurons orientation tuned to G have uncorrelated preferred angles when direction tuned to

W.

We next explored whether directional tuning preference to W is related to axial motion

preference to G (Fig. 4.7). Because confidence in the angular preference of a neuron increases

with increasing tuning strength, we present these analyses as a function of tuning strength
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threshold. By chance, the preferred motion axis to G would be on average 45◦different from

the preferred direction to W. The preferred angle difference was at every tuning strength

threshold very close to chance, and every tuning value was indistinguishable from uniformly

distributed (µ = 47.9◦at threshold of 0.0 tuning strength, µ = 46.6◦at threshold of 2.5,

Kolmogorov-Smirnov test: p = 7.4e-2, p = 4.3e-2, p = 1.5e-1, p = 7.4e-1, p = 7.3e-1, p =

6.3e-1). Preferred angle is a first order comparison of tuning preference. We next explored a

higher-order comparison: signal correlation in tuning curve as a function of tuning strength.

Tuning curves of neurons orientation tuned to G and direction tuned to W were uncorrelated

as a function of tuning strength. These results indicate that for neurons orientation tuned

to G and direction tuned to W, the preferred direction to W is unrelated to the preferred

motion axis to G.

Doubly direction tuned neurons exhibit a similar preferred angle across stimulus conditions.

The same analysis was performed for neurons direction tuned to G and direction tuned

to W. By chance, two direction tuning curves would have a preferred angle difference of

90◦. When comparing the preferred direction of neurons direction tuned to both G and W,

the average preferred angle difference is less than chance, decreases with tuning strength

of the neuron, and is statistically significantly different from uniformly distributed at every

threshold value (mew = 72.3◦at tuning threshold of 0.0; mew = 52.6◦at threshold of 2.5,

Kolmogorov-Smirnov test: p = 4.2e-5, p = 9.2e-6, p = 1.0e-4, p = 4.1e-3, p = 2.1e-2, p

= 1.3e-2). The correlation of tuning curves of neurons direction tuned to both G and W

increased as a function of tuning threshold, and at a tuning threshold of 0.25 is much greater

than the correlation of tuning curves of neurons orientation tuned to G and direction tuned

to W (rank sum test: p = 4.4e-2, r = 5.6e-1).

Confidence analysis around preferred angle corroborates preferred angle comparison differences.

The preferred direction or motion axis of a neuron is subject to the uncertainty in the

tuning curve, which is measured by the uncertainty of trial-by-trial variance around the mean
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Figure 4.7: Neurons OT to G do not have a shared motion preference to W,
while neurons DT to G have a shared motion preference to W. A) Angle between
preferred axis to G and preferred direction to W, for neurons OT to G and DT to W, as
a function of threshold on tuning strength. Neurons with tuning values to both stimuli
conditions greater than or equal to each threshold value are included. Inset fills at each
point are PDF of angular difference. Dashed line is value of randomly distributed angular
preferences. Circular inset is an illustration of maximal angular difference, 90◦. B) Same as
A), for neurons direction tuned to G and W. C) Tuning curve (signal) correlation of neurons
tuned to both G and W (purple - DT to G; green - OT to G). Shaded fill is SEM. Dashed
line is one standard deviation of the distribution of tuning curve correlation over all neurons.

response to a stimulus epoch. To measure the influence of this variance on the preferred angle

differences detailed above, we propagated this error through our measurements of preferred
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Figure 4.8: Trial variance effect on confidence in preferred angles. A) 95% confidence
interval of preferred motion direction to W and G as a function of tuning strength. B) 95%
confidence interval of preferred motion axis to G as a function of tuning strength. C)
Preferred angle difference of G direction tuned neurons (purple) and G orientation tuned
neurons (green) to W tuning, as a function of preferred angle 95% confidence interval
threshold. Neurons with low uncertainty in preferred angle exhibit the same preferred angle
relationship as seen in previous analysis: neurons that extract directional motion from both
water and gratings with low directional uncertainty have similar directional preferences across
stimuli conditions, while neurons that extract motion axis from gratings and motion direction
from water have uncorrelated motion preference across stimuli. D) Fraction of neurons the
pass a two-dimensional K-S test on trial response clouds. E) Mean difference from chance
preferred angle agreement for neurons from D). Error bars are 95% confidence interval.

direction or preferred axis, to obtain a 95% confidence interval around the preferred angle.

The width of the confidence interval of the preferred direction and the preferred axis of

neurons to both G and W varied widely for neurons with low tuning strength, and decreased

with tuning strength (Fig. 4.8). The confidence interval for the preferred direction to G was
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Figure 4.9: Characterization of water texture stimulus. A) Still frame of the water
texture (T) 0◦stimulus. B) Spatiotemporal energy spectrum of T, with broad spatial
frequency distributions and oriented x-t energy, similar to W spectrum.

especially variable. Some neurons exhibited a confidence interval in excess of 50◦. A large

confidence interval around the preferred angle indicates low resolution in measuring angular

agreement or disagreement across stimulus conditions. We therefore repeated the preferred

angle difference measurement, thresholding by confidence interval around the preferred angle

across both conditions instead of tuning strength. We display the preferred angle difference

from chance levels (a flat distribution of preferred angle difference between an axis and a

direction has a mean of 45◦, while a flat distribution of preferred angle difference between

two directions is 90◦) The comparison of G direction tuned and W tuned neurons again

showed a large deviation below chance levels, indicating agreement in preferred direction,

while the comparison of G orientation tuned and W tuned neurons remained close to 0◦,

indicating chance agreement in preferred angles (t-test: p = 2.2e-2, p = 7.3e-3, p = 5.2e-5).

The measurement of the response to a stimulus epoch lives in a two-dimensional space, with

the angle of the stimulus epoch motion as one dimension, and the mean response to the

stimulus as the second. The responses of a neuron to all the stimulus epochs belonging to

a stimulus condition is a cloud of such points. To compare the discriminability of these

clouds, we performed a two-dimensional Kolmogorov–Smirnov test on the clouds for the

response of neurons from each preferred angle comparison (while controlling for a direction

or orientation comparison by first folding responses into the correct response space). This

statistical significance test combines information from both the uncertainty in the preferred
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angles and the uncertainty in the tuning strength. Over 90% of the neurons direction tuned

to G and tuned to W have discriminable response clouds across stimulus conditions, and

all the neurons orientation tuned to G and tuned to W have discriminable response clouds

across stimulus conditions. When we compare the mean preferred angle difference to chance

levels for only these discriminable neurons, the same preferred angle comparison result holds

(t-test: p = 1.8e-5).

Natural motion is not necessary for tuning preference results, as shown by response to water

drifting textures.

To control for the swirling, non-standard motions in the water movie, we also constructed

a stimulus with the spatial statistics of the water, but the temporal statistics of the gratings

- water texture (T), generated from the spatial statistics of a frame of the water stimulus,

but uniformly drifting like the gratings (Fig. 4.9). If this stimulus drives the same trend

in tuning angular responses, then the result is present in both stimuli containing natural

spatial statistics, and does not depend on natural motion signals.

The comparison of motion direction preference of G to T was equivalent to the comparison

of G to W (Fig. 4.10). Edge-extracting neurons orientation tuned to G and direction tuned

to T displayed a preferred orientation to G unrelated to their preferred direction to W,

with angular difference close to chance (µ = 47.0◦at tuning threshold of 0.0; µ = 37.7◦at

threshold of 2.5, Kolmogorov-Smirnov test to uniform distribution: p = 2.3e-1, p = 2.6e-1 p

= 3.0e-1, p = 4.6e-1, p = 6.7e-1, p = 3.1e-1). Motion-extracting neurons direction tuned to

G and direction tuned to T displayed a preferred direction difference lower than chance (µ

= 69.9◦at tuning threshold of 0.0; µ = 61.4◦at threshold of 2.5, Kolmogorov-Smirnov test:

p =2.1e-6, p = 2.1e-6, p = 2.7e-5, p = 7.4e-2, p = 1.1e-1, p = 1.3e-2). The T stimulus, with

natural spatial statistics but uniformly drifting motion statistics, drives similar preferred

angle comparisons to G as W, with uncorrelated tuning preferences to neurons orientation

tuned to G, but similar tuning preferences to neurons direction tuned to G. Therefore, natural

spatial statistics, and not natural motion statistics, drive this result.
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Figure 4.10: Difference in preferred angle similarity does not depend on natural
motion. A) Angle between preferred axis to G and preferred direction to T, for neurons OT
to G and DT to T, as a function of threshold on tuning strength. Inset fills at each point are
PDF of angular difference. Dashed line is value of randomly distributed angular preferences.
B) Same as A), for neurons direction tuned to G and T. C) Tuning curve (signal) correlation
of neurons tuned to both G and W (purple - DT to G; green - OT to G). Shaded fill is SEM.
Dashed line is one standard deviation of the distribution of tuning curve correlation over all
neurons.

Tuning curves to W explain more trial variance than tuning curves to G.

We also compared the responses to our water flow stimulus to previous reports concerning

the cortical response to natural movies. It has been reported that neurons respond more

reliably to natural movies than synthetic stimuli [91]. We therefore explored how much of
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Figure 4.11: Trial variance explained and response similarity as a function of
distance. A) Histogram of the variance explained by neurons tuned to G or W, with
increased trial variance explained by W. B) Partial correlation of pairs of neurons tuned to
the same stimulus condition, as a function of Euclidean distance between neurons.

the variance across trials is explained by the trial average (Fig. 4.11). The tuning curve

explains 14.7% of the variance of neurons tuned to G, and 15.9% of the variance to W, a

small but statistically significant difference (rank sum test: p = 1.7e-8, r = 0.211, n = 225).

We measure more trial average variance explained by the tuning curve to W, indicating more

reliable responses to the naturalistic stimulus, as has been previously reported.

The spatial distribution of tuning is similar across stimulus types.

The distribution of tuning preference in rodent primary visual cortex layer 2/3 has

been called “salt-and-pepper” because it does not exhibit columnar organization of tuning

preference to the extent of other mammals [74]. However, the distribution of tuning preference

to grating stimuli does cluster within a small radius [50, 93]. We thus measured whether

this property is present under naturalistic stimuli (Fig. 4.11). Considering pairs of neurons

tuned with moderate strength (tuning value >= 0.15) to one stimulus in a field-of-view, we

measured the partial correlation of these neurons as a function of distance. For both G and

W, the correlation within small distances was larger than the correlation at all distances

(ranksum test to 20 micron bins to 200 microns, G: p = 2.7e-27, 2.7e-14, 3.1e-10, 5.5e-5,

2.1e-2, 3.4e-2, 2.5e-1, 2.0e-1, 2.2e-1, 1.8e-1; W: p = 2.2e-23, 5.5e-9, 3.5e-6, 1.5e-3, 8.1e-4,

2.3e-1, 7.4e-1, 1.8e-1, 4.7e-1, 7.2e-1). These binned values did not show significant differences
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tested by Wilcoxon rank sum test across stimulus conditions, within the same distance bin.

There is therefore a small but significant increase in tuning curve correlation within small

distances for W as well as for G.

4.4 Discussion

Summary and comparison with previous findings

We describe in this study a comparison of responses of murine primary visual cortical

neurons to a classic synthetic visual stimulus and to a novel naturalistic stimulus: drifting

square wave gratings and water flow. An overlapping population of neurons is driven by

each stimulus, and an overlapping population of neurons prefers flow in particular angles

driven by each stimulus. Drifting gratings and water flow drives different motion preferences

in neurons that extract edge orientation; however, these same stimuli drive similar motion

preference in neurons that extract motion from gratings and water.

Because this study utilized a novel naturalistic stimulus, and was performed in relatively

contemporary experimental settings, direct comparison of this result to literature is difficult,

because to our knowledge this is the first study to directly compare motion tuning direction

across a synthetic and naturalistic stimulus. A related study can be found in [40], detailing

differences in response of cat striate cortex to visual texture and static and drifting bars. Our

study corroborates the previous result of dissimilar preferred directions of drifting texture

and an optimally oriented bar stimulus for complex cells. Spatial frequency distributions

with strong low frequency power, such as those found in natural images, are known to

drive reliable responses in mouse V1 [91]. Our study reproduces this result by measuring

increased trial variance explained by the tuning curve to W over G. Neural codes in mouse

V1 are sparser under stimulation with natural scenes versus phase-scrambled natural scenes

lacking high-order correlations present in the original movie [35]. We do not measure such a

difference between our comparison of G and W; however the difference in the previous study

was found to be dependent on brain state, and was not present during quiet wakefulness, the
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brain state corresponding to much of our data. We do not measure increased sparseness to

our natural movies; however Vinje and Gallant 2000 describes that even though naturalistic

stimuli produce increasingly sparse activity through activation of the non-classical receptive

field surround, the sparseness of the neural response to naturalistic stimuli is statistically

indistinguishable from sparseness to drifting gratings, leading the researchers to conclude

that sparseness might be a property of the response to oriented spatiotemporal energy,

rather than natural spatial and temporal frequency.

Future directions

This study utilized a naturalistic stimulus that is simpler than most natural scenes,

because of the lack of foreground, background, and objects, but is more natural than purely

synthetic stimuli because it contains natural distributions of spatial and temporal frequency.

An increasing number of studies [28] have taken to this approach of simplifying natural

movies, or complicating synthetic stimuli, to take steps between purely synthetic or purely

natural movies. This approach has already lead to strong research programs, because

it incorporates facility of parameterizing the information in the stimuli while including

components that provide the capability of the results to extend to understanding of natural

movies. This work foreshadows future work taking further steps along the continuum of

simple and complex stimuli.

This study details a difference in motion preference agreement across natural and synthetic

stimuli of neurons that extract edges or extract motion. This difference predicts a divergence

in encoding fidelity of the identity of a stimulus or the motion of a stimulus. These

discrepancies are often thought of in terms of the divergence of the cortical ventral and

dorsal visual processing streams, but both types of information are bound to be present

in primary visual cortex at least in rodents, because rodent V1 is located upstream of the

stream bifurcation.
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CHAPTER 5

GENERAL DISCUSSION

Drifting square wave gratings and water flow engage a similar proportion of primary visual

cortex. This engaged proportion overlaps significantly, allowing direct comparison of response

and tuning properties to both stimuli. Edge detecting neurons respond to gratings along a

motion axis, but respond to water flow in an unrelated direction, because the orientations of

edges in the water flow stimulus are not related to the direction of motion. Motion detecting

neurons respond to gratings in one direction, and respond to water along a similar direction,

because these neurons extract motion along the same direction in both statistical contexts.

In this fashion, we describe response to a naturalistic stimulus that can be explained from

the response to a synthetic stimulus. We have given an experimental foothold for extending

models informed by single neuron responses to a synthetic stimulus to a naturalistic one.

Our work provides numerous paths to push further into understanding the single neuron

response across stimuli.

In this work we have provided a perspective on tuning that is rarely appreciated: tuning

is a continuum along various dimensions. Recently, due to dense sampling of neurons using

calcium imaging, it has become clear that tuning at least lives along an axis from weak to

strong, and that there are many more neurons that respond with weak tuning than was

originally expected from experiments using electrical probes, fishing for tuned neurons. In

this work, we also present another tuning axis: neurons have varying degrees of space-

time separable and space-time inseparable tuning. A neuron that responds with significant

orientation and direction preferences might display a receptive field that has some space-

time orientation, but also has a distinct edge detecting spatial filter. Further study is

necessary to probe this relationship, but it at least hints at the prospect of unifying these

two computations towards a single model of single neuron tuning properties in visual cortex.

These neurons of course reside in a network, and downstream areas are likely not recruited

by a single neuron. Information is transmitted through a brain area by readout of populations
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of neurons. The informational content of directional motion of population responses to

gratings and water has not been explored. The mostly uni-directional responses of neurons

to water flow might result in better motion decoding from this stimulus, versus the motion

axis ambiguity produced by symmetrical orientation tuned responses. This dichotomy also

suggests a possible decoding dichotomy in visual cortex along decoding content of scenes

and decoding motion in scenes. Edge detecting neurons might be useful for detecting what

is in a scene, and motion detecting neurons might be useful for detecting the motion of what

is in a scene. Since, as previously discussed, neurons encode edges and motion concurrently

along a spectrum, there might even be a synergistic relationship of stimulus decoding using

both edges and motion to decode visual stimuli. We could begin to address these questions

by decoding the direction of motion from our original experiments, but further experimental

exploration would be required for a deep answer to these inquiries.

The work presented here has largely concerned neuronal trial-averaged response, but

the visual system operates in real time, without averaging over repeated trials. The single

neuron response to stimuli is not well explained by the average response, and further work is

required to understand where variability arises and how the brain overcomes it. Typically this

variability is attributed to noisy sensory channels, and adding some probabilistic noise into

models (Gaussian or Poisson) reduces the variance explained by the mean to levels similar

to those in data. However, work in the MacLean lab [20] has shown that this variability is

predictable from correlated activity of neurons in the network within the same layer. This

variability therefore arises from predictable causes, and could be folded into a unifying model

of primary visual cortical response. Brain state, neurochemical background, undulating

waves of neural activity and other factors combine with the visual stimulus to produce the

response of neurons we record. A unified biophysical theory of neural response taking into

account these complications might be able to more accurately describe the trial-by-trial

response of neurons in sensory cortical areas.

The Palmer group has produced numerous intriguing visual stimuli that are also along the
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spectrum from synthetic to natural, that would be useful for illuminating the relationship

of response of neurons to natural and synthetic stimuli. Focusing primarily on natural

motion, the group has extracted the motion vector fields from natural scenes, which can be

used to apply natural motion statistics to synthetic scenes. These movies would allow an

experimenter to explore whether the brain is optimized for the motion statistics it is likely

to encounter in the natural world. By dropping tracers and textures into these flow fields,

these movies also allow exploration of the relative importance of natural spatial statistics to

natural motion statistics in neuronal processing.

Visual neuroscience aims to explain the activity of neurons in natural conditions. The

field at large is still seeking a comprehensive theory to explain activity in natural conditions.

The results presented here take a step towards that aim.
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